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1. I have designed, built and tested a so called focusing multibeam collimator. Real measurements on

tungstenwires have proved that without loosing the scattering vector resolution of the instrument, the neutron

intensity was increased by a factor of four at the small angle neutron scattering (SANS) instrument at the

Budapest Research Reactor. This type of focusing collimator can be used on any other instrument and for

all samples, having a bigger surface then the cross section of the beam at the sample position [3].

2. I have determined the correct relationship between the wavelength, and the rotation speed of the velocity

selector providing the monochromatic beam for the SANS machine at the Budapest Research Reactor. I have

compared the different wavelength calibration methods, suggesting a procedure for the optimal solution that

can be used in practice (SIBE method validated with TOF measurements) [4].

3. I have improved the absolute intensity calibration method applied in SANS experiments. The frequently

used so called Jacrot-factor, that gives the empirical values of the light water’s macroscopical cross section,

which is used in many cases in absolute calibrations for it’s simplicity, is only valid for a given instrument

(e.g. used by Jacrot in the seventies). I have created a formula which is valid for the Yellow Submarine

instrument.

4. In studying nanoscale structural properties of sintered tungsten wires, for complex cases when no possi-

bility was for size-determination, I have developed data treatment methods that I used for determining the

surface of potassium bubbles found in the K, Al, Si doped tungsten. In the case of drawn and step by step

annealed samples I have come to the conclusion that even at the highest studied temperature an important

amount of the elongated bubbles remains in the wire. The step by step drawn, and then annealed samples,

differ from the previous case: the presence of elongated bubbles becomes more dominant [2].

5. In the case of wire samples drawn to 0, 5mm diameter, non-annealed, but doped with K, Al, Si, I have

performed an in situ annealing to determine the size of the potassium bubbles. I have measured the small

angle neutron scattering intensities of these samples, then with the aid of a 2D model fitting I determined the

sizes of the bubbles at the different annealing temperatures. I substracted the high temperature measurement

intensities determining the thickness of the potassium shell present at the internal wall of the bubbles [1].

6. By matching and unifying the scattered intensities measured in a wide scattering vector range on SANS

instruments at different neutron centres (ILL, FZ-Jülich, LLB, BNC) I have concluded that the tungsten

matrix besides the elongated or spherical potassium bubbles should contain other objects than that scatter

the neutrons in the usual SANS range and they are significantly bigger than the bubbles. These objects are

not influenced by the temperature.
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